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A REPUBLIC
- TO BE OR NOT TO
D- PETER LOVE
WILL BRIEFLY OPEN THE DISCUSSION
AT OUR GENERAL MEETING ON

SUNDAY JUNE 25™
AT 2.00 PM
AT OUR USUAL MEETING PLACE:

A.W.U. MEETING ROOM

67 DRUMMOND STREET, CARLTON
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*

D" LOVE BELIEVES AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE IS ESSENTIAL
IN DETERMINING THE MERIT OR OTHERWISE OF MOVING TO A
REPUBLIC.

*

WE HOPE THE CONTENTS OF THIS ISSUE WILL HELP STIMULATE
DISCUSSION AT THE MEETING.

*

WOULD YOU PLEASE ASK YOUR FRIENDS TO JOIN US?
-PERHAPS LOAN THEM THIS ISSUE.

*

JOHN ARROWSMITH HAS PREPARED A COMPREHENSIVE
DOCUMENT ON THE REPUBLICAN ISSUE WHICH IS AVAILABLE TO
MEMBERS.

-PLEASE TELEPHONE HIM ON (03) 9419 4481 (EVENINGS)

REMEMBER - ALL WELCOME TO ATTEND OUR MEETINGS

Thursday, June 8, 1995
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Prime Minister Paul

Keating yesterday
.outlined the Head of
State's role in an

Australian republic. This
is an edited version of

his speech.

IT is the Government's view that
Australia's Head of State should be

an Australian, that Australia

should become a republic by the year
2001.

The role of the House of Represent

assume the Governor-General's con

changed, as will the role and powers

stitutional duties, most of which are,
by convention, performed in accor

of the states. We will still be a Federa
tion. In virtually every respect, our

governmental arrangements will be
exactly the same as they are now: the
day-to-day handling of national gov
ernment will remain with Ministers

led by the Prime Minister:the Cabinet
will continue to deal with the major
issues; and Ministers will continue to
be responsible to Parliament and the
Australian p)eople.
Our membership of the Com
monwealth of Nations headed by the
Queen will not be affected.
None of these things will change,

Honourable members will recall

but we will have an Australian as our

that to fulfil an undertaking given
during the last election campaign, on
April 28,1993, the Government estab
lished a Republic Advisory Commit
tee to prepare an options paper which

Head of State,and we propose that he
or she be described by the term "Pres

would describe the minimum consti

public officials. The Head of State will

atives and the Senate will remain un

ident of the Commonwealth of Aus

dance with the advice of the govern
ment of the day. These include sum
moning and dissolving the House of
Representatives and the Parliament
as a whole and issuing writs for feder
al elections. The Head of State will
also take over the Governor-General's
role as titular Commander-in-Chief of
the armed forces.

In line with actual practice, we pro
pose that the Constitution be amend
ed to make clear that the Head of
State will exercise these constitution

al duties on the advice of the govern
ment of the day.
Finally,the Head of State will retain

those very few powers now held by the
Governor-General which,in the most

tralia".

The President will perform essen
tially the same functions as the Gov

exceptional circumstances, may be
exercised without, or possibly con

trary to, ministerial advice.
General, except in the most excep- ,
These are the so-called reserve pow
tional circumstances,these functions
ers. The Republic Advisory Commit

tutional changes necessary to create a
federal republic of Australia.
The Republic Advisory Committee
consulted widely throughout Austra

ernor-General. As with the Governor-

lia, carried out its work with dedica

government of the day.

tion and energy and delivered to the
Govenunent and to posterity a most

eral, Sir Zelman Cowen, made some

valuable document.

remarks last week which I think bear

will be carried out on the advice of the
A former Australian Governor-Gen

In the 18 months which have passed
since the release of the report, the
idea of an Australian republic has
come to occupy a central place in our
national political debate: not only in
this Parliament but within the politi
cal parties, in major representative
and community bodies, in schools

tee identified these powers as: the
power to appoint the Prime Minister;
the power to dismiss the Prime Minis
ter and therefore the government;and
the power to refuse a request by the

4 The creation of an Australian
republic Is not an act of rejection
... our deepest respect is for our
Australian heritage, our deepest

and universities, communities at

large and,I daresay,around coimtless
Australian dinner tables.

In the proce^ many Australians

affection is for Australia, and our

have come to favour a republic. Just
as many,perhaps, now believe it is in

deepest responsibility is to

evitable.

Australia's future.9

The fact is that if the plans for our
nationhood were being drawn up now,
by this generation of Australians and
not those of a century ago,it is beyond
question that we would make our
Head of State an Australian. Any sug
gestion that the British monarch
should fill the role would not be enter

tained. This is not because our gener
ation lacks respect for the British
monarchy, or the British people, or
our British heritage,or the British in
stitutions we have made our own, or

our long friendship with the British in
peace and war.
On the contrary, Australians every
where respect them, as they respect
the Queen. But they are not Austra

repeating. They echoed those of a
predecessor of his. Sir Paul Hasluck;
and in fact I should think they con
tain a sentiment common to every
Governor-General since Federation.
Sir Zelman described the Governor-

Prime Minister to dissolve one or
both Houses of the Parliament
There has been considerable debate

in the community about how the
Head of State should be chosen. As

things now stand, the Governor-Gen
eral is appointed by the Queen acting

General's role as "the highest single
expression in the Australian govern

on the sole advice of the Prime Minis

mental structtire of the idea that all

ter.

Australians from all parties and all
walks of life belong to the same na

the Prime Minister should not have

tion".

such exclusive power in appointing

An Australian Head of State would

lian. We are attached to Great Britain

perform precisely this unifying role;

by long threads of kinship and affec
tion which, to a considerable extent,

and,it follows, would need to be of the
same stature and integrity as we seek

are embodied in the warmth of our re

in our Governors-General.

It is clear that most people believe
an Australian Head of State. The de

bate is principally between those who
support popular election and those
who favour election by the Parlia
ment.

gard for Queen Elizabeth. Many Aus
tralians may well feel that to substi

A significant element of the Head of

The desire for a popular election

State's role is symbolic; performing

stemsfrom the democratic sentiment

tute an Australian for the monarchy

ceremonial duties around the nation

constitutes in some way a rejection of

and abroad. This is the public aspect
of the office: the means by which the
Head of State represents Australia

which all Australians — including all
of us in this place — share. However,
the Government has come to the view
that if a new Australian Head of State

and, by his or her example and en
couragement, provides national lead

were to be elected by popular man
date,he or she would inherit a basis of

ership.

power that would prove to be funda
mentally at odds with our Westmin

these ties. I think all of us can imder-

stand these feelings.
But the creation of an Australian re

public is not an act of rejection. It is
one of recognition: in making the
change we will recognise that our
deepest respect is for our Australian
heritage, our deepest affection is for
Australia, and our deepest responsi
bility is to Australia's future.
Nothing in the creation of an Aus
tralian republic will alter the facts of

our herit^e and our affections.

The Head of State will also continue

to perform the formal administrative
duties given to the Governor-General
by legislation and which are undert^en on the advice of the Federal Ex
ecutive Council. The Head of State's

duties here include formalising gov
ernment regulations and appointing

ster-style system of government.

It should be recognised that a Head
of State, whose powers derived from a
general election, would be the only
person In the political system so elect
ed. His or her powers would be nomi
nally much greater than those of all

This is an edited text of the repub

lic-debate reply speecfi by Opposi
o>

gl

other Commonwealth offlce holders.

a

Including the Prime Minister and the
Cabinet, who are, without exception.
Indirectly elected via large elected
parties. With a popularly elected
President, potential would exist for
the representative and democratical

I

ly elected parliamentary chambers,
the repositories of the diffuse power
of Australian democracy,to be gpradually diminished, while the embodi
ment of the nation and great powers
were vested in one person. That
would constitute a very dramatic —
and undesirable — change to a system
which all of us agree has served us
well.

We therefore propose,,as the Re
public Advisory Committee suggest
ed, that the Head of State be elected
by a two-thirds majority vote in aJoint
sitting of both Houses of the Com
monwealth ParliEunent on the nomi
nation of the Prime Minister and the

Cabinet.Such ajoint sitting would be
a unique occasion, bringing together
all the political parties, and both
Houses of the Parliament,in a spirit
of bi-partisanshlp and co-operation.

T^e Government believes that, tak
en together — the authority and
source of the Head of State's powers

coming^m the Parliament,removal
by the same means as appointment,
and the capacity to censiu-e — these
elements provide effective counter
weights to the substantial authority
vested in the Head of State through
the reserve powers.
In addition,in the light ofthe events

tion Leader John Howard.
Thlt debate Is not about who
Is the better Australian. The

overwhelming Issue — Indeed
the great test, I believe the great
answer and the great issue — is
what system of government will

Attitudes towards the Consti

tutional Monarchy In Australia
are now very different from
what they were 30 or 40 years
ago.

I therefore recognise, as'ah
Australian and as a political
leader, that there is a mood in
the Australian community to ad
dress and perhaps embrace
change. It is important that if
change is to occur it occurs in a
united and not in a divisive

fashion.

|

This is one of those issues

where a degree of tolerance and
understanding, particularly be-,
tween the generations within
the Australian community, is es

sential. The older section of the
Australian community must
understand that younger Aus
tralians have a different view to
wards the Constitutional Monar

President of Australia. That is

an interesting proposal, because
what in effect the Government is

inviting the Australian people to
do is to accept the proposition
that you can without any legal
doubt, let or hindrance, transfer
unimpaired, the reserve powers
of the Governor Generalship to

and any current proposals. Here, we
are attempting a modest change to
the Constitution — in the 1890s they
were attempting to write it. And

among the things they wrote was the,
requirement that any change to the
Constitution must be submitted to a
referendum. That is the democratic

obligation we are under today.
The detail of the changes we pro
pose may at first glance obscure the
meaning of them.
The meaning is simple and, we
believe, irresistible — as simple and
irresistible as the idea of a com
monwealth of Australia was to the

Australians of a century ago.
The meaning then was a nation
united In common cause for the com

mon good. A nation which gave ex
pression to the lives we lead together
on this continent, the experience and

hopes we share as Austr^ians.
Wo are all Australians. We share a

continent. We share a past, a present
and a future. And our Head of State
should be one of us.

tions of change for the role of
the states. It can examine the al

location of legislative and exec
utive powers and functions be
tween

federal

and

state

governments, including areas of

overlap and duplication. It can
examine the use of the External

Affairs power of the Constitu
tion. It can examine the ques
tion of whether we should intro

duce

four-year

instead

of

three-year terms for the Federal
Parliament.
It could examine-the basis on
which new states would be ad
mitted to the Federation and it
which the Convention membuis
would themselves determine.

Federation,2001.
Some people have drawn compari

essential difference between those

_ It C8n examine the role of the
fiiad of
Aushalhm
Constitution", including'implica

can examine any other matters

public by the year of the centenary of

tions of the 1890s, but there is an

wish to examine.

there has to be an acceptance on

adopted the proposal of the Re
publican Advisory Committee
that some attempts should be
made to codify the powers of the
new Head of State, the proposed

sons with the consititutional conven

whether or not Australia should

chy than they do, and equally

• The Prime Minister has not

will mean that Australia can be a re

at the next election to establish

become a Republic but also the
question, all these other ques
tions that so many other sec
tions of the Australian people

course of action is both warranted

and capable of being defended.
The Government proposes to put
the question of a republic to the Aus
tralian people some time in 1998 or
1999.-Acceptance at the referendum

mechanism io examine these
other issues. And that is why
the Coalition unhesitatingly re
commits itself tonight, If elected

ians are more important than
the identity of one.

be at pains to ensure that every

or she would be confronted with the -

is examined, but also there be a

In 1997 a People's Convention to
examine not only the question of

weight of public opprobrium,and will

upon a controversial course of action
wotild do so in the knowledge that he

the issue of whether or not Aus

tralia should become a Republic

best deliver a united, stable and
tolerant Australian nation. The
interests of IB'A million Austral

the part of the younger section
of the Australian population that
the institution is held in vefy
high regard, even deep affection,
by many of the older sections of
the Australian population.

of 19^5,any Head of State determined
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So it Is essential that not only

the President in an Austraiian

republic.
Can I put it to the Australian

people that the worst possible
outcome that we could possibly

nave in this country woi^ tie to
have a referendum on convert

ing Australia to a republic, held
in two or three years time but
produced what copld only be re

garded as an incojiclusive result.

If a clear conseqSus eme^es
from that People's Convention,

that consensus will be put'to the
Australian people for approval
at a referendum.

The great problem with the
approach outlined by the Prime
Minister last night is that he
will not give you the referen
dum question, that is the refer
endum option that you want, he
will pass through the Parliament
without your invoivement the
referendum proposal that he,
and he alone wants. He will
then demand that you answer

his question at a national refer
endum. Our approach is quite
different. Our approach is to in
volve all of the Australian peo

ple at the beginning and in the
middle and at the end of the

process. Our approach includes
all Australians. Our approach is
to allow you to help decide the
kind of Constitution the Austra

lian people want for their fu
ture, not the kind of Constitu
tion the current Primq Minister
wants for their future. Our ap

proach is to allow the people of

There are many Australians
who believe that the External

questions and the options, but

Affairs power of our Constitu

also of course, fundamentally

tion is currently being abused.

the referendum itself. Our view
is a fundamentally democratic

There are many Australians
who believe that the relations
between the Commonwealth and

the States are not operating sat
isfactorily. There are many peo
ple who believe that if it is time
a hundred years ffom Federa
tion to examine the status of our

Head of State, it is al.so the right
time to have a look at some of
these great constitutional Issues.

Australia to decide not only the

view.

The Australian Constitution is
no more Paul Heating's Consti

tution, than it is mine. All Aus
tralians should have an equal

say in its future and in our
country's future.
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TITLE OF THE HEAD OF
STATE
What will an Australian head
of State be called?

THE KEATING GOVERNMENT
PROVIDED THE ANSWERS
TO THESE QUESTIONS
HEAD OF STATE WILL NOT
BE US-STYLE PRESIDENT

The Government proposes
that the Australian head of
State be called the "President
of
the
Commonwealth
of
Australia".

Will the head of State be the

Australian equivalent of the
President of the United States?
The role o? an Australian
head of State would be com
pletely unlike that of the US

METHOD OF APPOINTING AN
AUSTRALIAN HEAD OF STATE
How will an Australian head of

President:

•An

Australian

head

of

State would be above politics,
with a role reflecting that of the

State be appointed?
The Government proposes
that an Australian head of

governor-general.

State be appointed by a two-

PROPOSED FUNCTIONS AND
POWERS OF HEAD OF STATE

thirds majority of a joint sitting
of both Houses of the Common

wealth Parliament — with the

Whatfunctions and powers wiU

prime minister to submit a
single nomination for head of

the head of State have?

State to the Parliament.

This process will safeguard
the dignity and public respect
of the office of head of State:
•It will oblige the Govern
ment to nominate non-partisan
candidates of high calibre;

•It will require consultation

with non-government parties
to ensure the candidate has
bipartisan support;
•It will avoid any possibility
of deadlock between the

and powers as the governor-

The third category comprises
the so-called "reserve" powers,
which may be exercised at the
governor-general's discretion
without or contrary to minis

general.

terial advice.

The Government proposes
that an Australian head of
State have the same functions

Consistent with his or her

role as a symbol of national
unity and identity, the head of
State should perform the cer

emonial arid representational
functions currently performed

Houses; and,

by the governor-general,and by
the Queen when she is in

•It will avoid parliamentary
debate on the relative merits of

Australia.
The head of State should also

competing candidates, which
could also discourage appropri
ate candidates from accepting
nomination.

GOVERNMENT NOMINATION
FOR HEAD OF STATE

Why not allow several nomi
nations for head of State to be

put to a joint sitting of Parlia
ment?
The Government proposes
that the government, through
the prime minister, put a single
nomination for head of State to

a joint sitting to avoid parlia
mentary debate on the relative
merits of competing candi
dates:

•Debate on competing can
didates could undermine the

dignity and public respect of
the office, and discourage
appropriate candidates from
accepting nomination.
However, there will be prior
consultation

with

the

non

government parties to ensure
that the candidate

has the

necessary bi partisan support.

exercise the various statutory
powers currently exercised by
the governor-general on the
advice of the Federal Executive
Council.
The head of State should

possess the governor-generals
constitutional powers, which
fall into three categories.
•The first category com
prises
powers
which
are
expressly required to be exer
cised by the governor-general
acting with the advice of the
Federal Executive Council.

•The second category com

prises powers which are by
unwritten

convention

exer

cised only on ministerial advice,
although there is no express
constitutional provision requir
ing this.
These include the powers to
summon and dissolve Parlia
ment and titular command of
the defence forces.

We propose that an Aust
ralian head of State be consti

tutionally required to exercise
these powers on ministerial
advice.

These powers are:

•The power to appoint the
prime minister, and hence the
government;

•The power to dismiss the
prime minister, and therefore
the government; and,
•The power to refuse a
prime minister's request for a
dissolution

of the

Representatives,

House of

or

both

houses of Parliament.

We propose that the Consti

tution should require the head
of State to exercise the reserve
powers in accordance with

existing constitutional conven
tions:

•And propose to retain the
current position, where the
Constitution does not set out
what those conventions are.

In short, we propose to retain
our current arrangements.
The Constitution provides
that the following powers of the
governor-general are exercisable only with the advice of the
Federal Executive Council:

•Issue writs for House of

Representatives elections:
•Establish departments of
State;

•Appoint and, on address
from

both

Houses, -remove

judges of the High Court and
judges of other federal courts;
and,

•Appoint members of the
Interstate Commission(when it
exists).

CONSTITUTIONAL
CONVENTION
Why won't the Government

PAGES

commit itself to a constitutional
convention
to
debate
its

proposals for a republic?
A convention is not the only
means

of

consultation

and

quite likely it is by no means the
best. Inevitably, only a small
number of people would be
involved:

•Even if popularly elected,at
a cost of at least $40 million, it is

not obvious why it would be any
more

representative

of,

or

THE SENATE AND SUPPLY
Why does the Government
propose

to

continue

the

Senate's power to block Supply
in a republic?
The Government's proposals
aim to preserve the existing

powers of the head of State:
•The Government does not
believe this is the time to re

responsive to public opinion

open a divisive debate about

than the Parliament itself.
Unlike the situation in the
1890s when there was no
Commonwealth
Parliament
and
the
Constitutional

the Senate s power to block
Supply.

Conventions essentially served
in its place, today a convention
cannot

determine

the

questions to be put to the
people in a referendum:

•Under our Constitution,
this is the responsibility of the
Parliament.

At most, a convention is only
a source of advisory opinion.
The Government will listen

to what the people have to say,
but in the final analysis it is the
Government's responsibility to
put to the Parliament the Bills

which will frame the questions
for the referendum.

POSITION OF THE STATES
If the Commonwealth becomes

a republic, what will happen if
some

States choose

not to

become republics?
Each State will be free to
decide itself whether it remains

a constitutional monarchy.
However, if the people of
Australia as a whole decide to
move to a republic, it would be

constitutionally anomalous if
all the States did not follow suit

DISMISSAL OF A

fairly quickly.

GOVERNMENT (1975)

The

Will an Australian head of
State be able to sack a
government that is unable to

obtain Supply in the Senate, as
The Government believes
that an Australian head of
State should retain all the

reserve powers of the governorgeneral, including the power to
dismiss a government.
Government
the head of

also
State

should be required to exercise
the
reserve
powers
in
accordance
with
existing
constitutional
conventions,
although the Constitutional
will not spell these out.
This
means
that
an
Australian head of State would

be in the same position as a

governor-general when facing
a

situation

believes

Australia as a whole.

Currently, the

States are

monarchies with the Queen as

occurred in 1975?

The
believes

Government

that the good sense of the
Australian people will ensure
an appropriate outcome for

where

a

government cannot obtain
Supply from the Senate.

their

head

of

State.

The

Queen's representative in each

State is the governor, just as
the governor-general is the
Queen's representative at the
federal level.

The

Republic

Advisory

Committee concluded that it is

possible to have a republic at
the Commonwealth level and

retain the monarchy at the
State level.

As the support of the people
of four
required

States
would
to
introduce

be
a

Commonwealth republic, at
most
two
States
might
realistically remain monarchies
after a successful referendum.
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RESERVE POWERS
Will an Australian head of

TERM OF OFFICE OF THE
HEAD OF STATE

State possess the governor-

general's reserve powers?

What will be the term of office
of an Australian head of State?

The Government proposes
that an

The Government proposes

Australian

head

of

State should possess the same

that the head of State serve a

five-year term;
•This is broadly consistent

powers
as
the
governorgeneral, including the so-called

with

reserve powers.

the

term

served

by

The

governors-general.
The
Government
also
proposes that heads of State be
permitted to serve one term
only.

Government

believes

that, like the governor-general,
an Australian head of State
should exercise all his or her

powers, except

•This will ensure that they
cannot
be
improperly
influenced by offers to renew

the

reserve

powers, on ministerial advice or
on the advice of the Federal
Executive Council.

their term.

The reserve powers may be
exercised without or contrary
to ministerial advice.

The resen-e powers may be
These powers are:

IMPARTIALITY OF HEAD OF
STATE AND REMOVAL FOR BIAS

''
•The power to appoint the
prime minister and hence the

Can the Government guaran

I government:

tee that an Australian head of

State

will

be

•The power to dismiss the
prime minister, and therefore
the government; and,
•The power to refuse a
prime minister's request for a

politically

unbia,sed, and how will a head

of State who shows clear bias

towards one political party be

dissolution

removed if the agreement of
that party is required to do it?

House

or

of

both

Houses of Parliament.
The Government believes
that the Constitution should

The Government's proposals'

underwrite the political impar

require the head of State to
exercise the reserve powers in
accordance with existing con

tiality of an Australian head of
State to a far greater degree
than the current arrange
ments, ensuring that the head

of State

of the

Representatives,

stitutional conventions:

•But proposes to retain the
current position, where the

will be politically

unbiased.

Constitution does not set out
those conventions.

All serving and former poli
ticians (federal, State and Ter
ritory) will be prohibited from
becoming head of State until
five years have passed since
their departure from Parlia

POPULAR ELECTION OF THE
HEAD OF STATE

Why will there be no popular

ment.

election for the head of State?

An Australian head of State

will be appointed by a two
thirds majority of a joint sittingi

The Government believes
the head of State should be

of both houses of the Common
wealth Parliament:

•Bipartisan support would
be needed to appoint a head of

politically neutral:
•It proposes that no federal.
State or territory politician
should be eligible for appoint

State, which would ensure the

ment as head of State until five

State would also result in the

impartiality of an Australian
head of State to a far greater
degree than
the current
arrangements, under which

years after leaving Parliament.
Popular
election
would
guarantee that an Australian

election of a politician who up
to half the population have

the governor-general is chosen
exclusively by the prime minis

tician;

ter.

Heads of State will be permit

ted to serve only one five-year
term — this will ensure that

they cannot be influenced by
offers to renew their tertn.

head of State would be a poli
•The major parties would
undoubtedly run candidates;
•These candidates would be

backed by large party organis
ations with the necessary funds
to run nationwide campaigns.
There is no substance to the

argument
that
a
"nonpolitician" could become head

of State if popular elections

were h^ld — if candidates
weren't politicians at the outset

of an election campaign, they
would be by the end of it.
Popular elections'for head of

voted against for head of State.
Arguably, the most suitable
candidates for head of State
would not want to run for
popular election.

A head of State elected popu
larly would sooner or later
choose to exert that popular
mandate in competition with

the government of the day:
•This would fundamentally
change our present, effective
de.sign of government.

THOSE FOR = THOSE AGAINST

THE KEATING
REPUBLIC
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However, today the spotlight

turns on Op^sition Leader John
Howard. What will his response be
to the Keating proposals?
He can hardly say they are too

THOSE IN FAVOUR;

radical.

FRANCAARENA

MALCOLM TURNBULL
Malcolm Turnbull is chairman of the Austra

lian Republican Movement.

PAUL Keating's blueprint for

NSWL^MLC

,< ■

^[thou^titwasa splendid speech. I hadl
tears in my ey^. I
thought to myself, "this,

an Australian republic was
part stirring rhetoric and
part practical politics.
Some supporters of the republic,
including myself, will be disapIMinted by the essential conserva
tism of his model.

is why I came to

^

But all Australians should be

Australia", ft vras

=

pleased at the way he has present
ed his plan, not as the last "take it
or leave it" word on the subject,but

absolutely moving. It is-,

■such an exciting time, ^
we're on the threshold J
of full nationhood.'

rather as the Government's first

concrete proposal intended to
form the basis of the national dis
cussion that will follow.

DONALD HORNE

Mr Keating said: "These propos
als represent the Government's
prefeired jxisition. We do not sug
gest it is the only position and not
open to change."
Australia needed the Govern

Nj5r

ment to provide leadership on the
issue by starting a more focused
debate on a specific proposal.

We also ne^ed the Government
to conunit its support to a wider
discussion of this issue coupled
with an improvement in civic edu
Professor

6 I think the essential
thing about the speech
is that we should realise

that it's just the
beginning... The
president has certain
reserve powers and I
believe the Constitution
should state how he or
she should use those
powers. 9

cation.

Mr Keating delivered on both

Mr Keating has opted for the
most conservative model possible
for a republic.
It is as though he has deliberate
ly chosen the republican model
that Liberals will be expected to
support if they decided we could
live without the monarchy.
Mr Howard certainly cannot say

that Mr Keating is trjtog to build

up the power of the.prime minis
ter.

In fact, the new president will
have exactly the same powers as.
the governor-general, but unlike
the person holding that post, will
not be able to be appointed (or
sacked) by the prime minister.
The new president will be
appointed by a two-thirds vote of a
joint sitting of Parliament and can
only be dismissedin the same fash-.
ion.

'

If he is chan^g the power bal
ance at all, by giving the new presi
dent secure tenure in office, Mr

Keating is ceding some power to
the president.
And no one could seriously
believe any more that Mr Keating
wants to be president himself.
The polls suggest many Austra
lians care about this issue. A great
many Liberals care about it.
The republican issue is about

our national identity, and that is al
ways important.
Mr Howard should provide the
same sort of political leadership as
that provided by the Prime Minis

coimts and deserves to be congrat

ter.

ulated.

stands on the republic. If he wants
to retain the status quo, he should

Many Australians, including the
Australian Republican Movement,

will surest changes to the Keating

He should tell us where he

say so.

If he favours reform, he should

blueprint in coming months.
One would hope that public dis
cussion and debate will improve

say where he finds fault with the
Keating proposal, and how his own

the proposal presented by the
Prime Minister so that by 1997 we

from that of the Prime Minister.

have a republican model that has
the widest possible support.

vision of a republic would differ
If, for whatever reason, Mr How

ard is not prepared to express a
view, he should say so and tell us
why.

If we delegate the politicians to

perform this task for us, we may be
saving ourselves trouble and slg7
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n^lng to the future president that
we see her/his role as secondary to
that of Parliament.

POPPVKINGi

TOM KENEALLY

ment for some time. But let's have

' Tom Keneally is a founding member

the debate anyhow about this and

! of the Australian Republican Movement.

other matters.

DON'T have any doubt about
it: there are some robust

republican ghosts dancing
this morning.
The Reverend John Dunmore

Lang, for example, who in 1852
Businesswoman

This has been the argument of
the Australian Republican Move

Let's start deciding what we
want.

At the end of the day, the Issue

will,in any case,need to be decided
by the majority of Australians, and
a majority of Australians in a
majority of the states as well,so the

wrote "freedom and independence

idea that we will have something

for the golden lands of Australia",

foisted on us we do not, as a com

^ Whatever criticism

would be one.

munity want,is unfounded.

you may have of It, you

So would Henry Lawson and his
mother Louisa, who founded the

powers of the president, Mr Keat-

could really see that
this is something that <

Republican magazine on July 4,

he is trying to do for all'

.The reason for their excitement

1887.

Instead of the codification of the

ing's proposal is that a simple
majority of either House could

addressing what needs
to be changed and
leaving what's working

and ours is that, for the first time

bring on a joint session to censure
or dismiss a president who was

in Australian history, an Austra

seen to need it.

well as It Is. »-

Australia can become a republic.

of Australia. It's

lian prime minister has put up for
discussion a proposal by which

occurrence.

. For the first time in history, an

The presidency is not going to be

Australian prime minister has

an office which wovild attract men;

argued that one of us,or one of oiu:
GERALDINE DOOGUE

This expiedient, if it is what we
end up with, should be a rare

or women interested in power,!

children, will be worthy to become

since it would be largely ceremon- i

-head of state of Australia,to come
from the Australian community

ial.

and owe allegiance solely to it.
For all of us who believe in a val
id Australian identity, who want
one of our own to open the 2000

The provision that sitting parliament^ans and those who have
served in Parliament within the

past five years should not be elig
ible helps ensure that whoever is

Olympics,this is a suj^rb start,

elected is as separated from daily^

i Aboutthe proposed indirect elec
tion of the president by a two-

ishing number of monarchists say

thirds majority of both Houses of

party politics as Australia's dimin-|
the monarch is.

!

Broadcaster

er away from the Australian peo

The best aspect ofthe proposal is;
that it is backed by a stated deter
mination to encourage wide public

6 I'm thrilled it has all

ple.
.Indirect election has many

including the deputy chair of the

begun and I think

advantages.It's a sight more demo

there's virtually no

cratic than what happens now,

Parliament: it would be a shame if
it were dismissed as if it took pow

downside for Australians

in the process that

Mr Keating has kicked
off tonight. I just wish

with the PM and the monarch

appointing the head of state.
To get a two-thirds vote of both
Houses,a candidate would need to
be a consensus runner, one who

he had outlined a

broadly represented the commun-

systemic process of

.ity.

conversation about our

head of State
'

debate. Many Austrian Uberals,
Australian Republican Movement,
Maurise Payne, New South Wales

Opposition Leader Peter Collins,
and former premier Nick Greiner,;

are all taking part In this debate, j

stepping up to the table.

j

"They — no more than the rest of j
us — have nothing personally

against the monarch and the royal i

. If the election is direct, the polit

family. But they realise that if|

ical parties will get involved in
nominating candidates and spend
ing money, and candidates of

by the turn of the next centviry we j

wealth will have undue advantag
es.

scaremongers play on us toj
frighten us out of our inheritance,
will still be shadow-sparring with j
constitutional phantoms.
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JOHN STONE

THOSE AGAINST:

5

KERRYJONES

® I think that it's as :
boring as I expend -

and basically not/
LLOYD WADDY

advancing the matter

any further,9 (
Uoyd Waddy Is national
convenor of Australians For

A Constitutional Monarchy

The only alternative to a nonAust jns (or
Constitudc nkl Monarchy

6 The mo( el...would
make the Doliticians all

powerful at the expense
of the people.

A ParllarrjEntary-elected
presidenl, without
clearly defined rules,
would baa puppet of the
politiciarls whose

candidatk had won
through.p

SIR CHARUES COU^

political head ofstate,such as
we eryoy with the Queen and
her Australian representatives,is a
p)olitician.
In a republic, no matter what the
system,a politician always gets in.
The only question for us is:"How
are we best to be governed?"
We believe that giving,the pow
ers ofthe governor-general to a pol
itician is making the lunpire one of
the team players. What sense is

It is merely window dressing to
say that former politicians cannot

st^d imtil they have been out of
Parliament for a few years. Since
when did leopards change their
spots?
It is also useless to limit any elec
tion to a two-thirds majority of

sions since federation one party
has had that sort of majority.
Election by the people would
prove more democratic,but would
create a president so powerful that
our entire system would be at risk.
We would need to rewrite the
entire rule book to save us from

If... a referendum

ori Mr Keatii^'s terms

tyranny. .
We do not want our politicians
having more power over us. We
want a neutral umpire to uphold
the Constitution,as we have now.

KERRY JONES
of Australians For A

Constitutional Monarctiy.

The Keating republican mod

el would be disMtrous for the

democracy of Australians and

for the future stability and unity of
our country.

It would make politicians allpowerful at the expense of the Aus
tralian people.

A president.elected by Parlia
ment without a clearly defined role

would be a puppet of the polit

icians. Austr^ans would be giving
politicians a blank cheque.
Currently a political crisis would

result in Australians having the
right to vote for a new government.

The proposed model would see any
president given uncertain constitu
tional powers.

Three elite ^ups would benefit

wa& carried it would be

a licence to proceed to
the next stage of a
dictatorship unless the
present abuses of the

aiy

Kerry Jor>es is executive director

there in that?

Federal Parliament — on five occa

Porwer WA Premier

Forrtter Treasury Si

greatly: politicians; big business
interests and powerful lobby
HELEN SHAM-HO

^ He actually rejected

Constitution and

Federation are first
corrected..;9

outright that there was
a need for a people's

face of the people's express wish
that if there has to be a republic,
they would insist on the right to

convention. Being a

elect the head of state.

monarchist I think that

we should give the
people a voice... and

consult them [about the
choice of the nominated

Head of State].'
NSW Liberal MLC

groups; and lawyers.
The Keating model flies in the

The Australian people need to

ask themselves whether they want
to replace the independent, nonpolitical, impartial referee with allpowerful politicians. Do they want
to sacrifice the independent
democracy of the Commonwealth
of Australia?

The answer is a resounding "no".

States can opt
~
^
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®

for Queen: Evans
THE States would decide for

themselves

whether

they

adopted their constitutions to
fit an Australian republic,
Government

Senate

leader

Gareth Evans said yesterday.
"If the States want to continue

behaving in a peculiar and

j

y

it
41

Queensland Premier Wayne Goss:
"We should now look to a public debate rather than

undemocratic fashion and stay

politicians debating it, and then let the people decide in

outside the mainstream they are
absolutely welcome to do so.

three or four year's time."

Senator Evans said.

Support for the Government's
republican plan came from an

unlikely source yesterday. Victo
rian Liberal Premier Jeff Kennett.

Mr Kennett said it would not

be appropriate for the States to
hang onto the "old monarchal
system" if Australia became a
republic with a president.
"So it would mean changes

Queensland Opposition Leader Rob Borbidge:
"The present system has served us well. If Australians
at some future time want to change it, then it should be
driven by Australians, by the majority of people in the
majority of states."
New South Wales Premier Bob Carr:

throughout the States, and I
don't think Her Majesty herself
would seek it appropriate to
have a republic here in Australia

"I think we can have sensible, exploratory work done by
both sides of politics on what a republic would mean at

and some of the States still

the state level."

owing allegiance back to her,"
Mr Kennett said on ABC radio.
Mr Kennett also dismissed

Opposition leader John How
ard's promise to hold a peoples'
convention on the issue, saying
it would be just another commit
tee.

"There's not much point call

ing out 400 people out of a com
munity of 18 million, sitting
them down and saying; 'Now,
what do you think about it.'"
There was a mood swing away
from the monarchy and young .
people did not have the same
historical link to the UK.

"1 think there is a growing
recognition that this issue is
going to be resolved. Now. that

Victorian Premier Jeff Kennett:"People have been

talking about there being a republic without there being
any meat on the bones. Now we've got some meat on
the bones so people are going to be able to know what
it is they are going to measure up against."
South Australian Premier Dean Brown:"It is rid

iculous for Prime Minister Keating to suggest the states
could remain monarchies while Australia becomes a

republic. We could have six monarchical states and a

republic. That woujd be an absolute mishmash."

will be done through a referen
dum, and the public — each and

everyone of us — will be able to
make our own decision." Mr
Kennett said.
But WA Liberal Chris Ellison
accused the Government of hav

ing a hidden agenda to drasti
cally alter the make-up of the

West Australian Premier Richard Court:

"It is not for politicians to presume what kind of system
of government the Australian people'wish to be
governed under."

Senate.

Senator Ellison believed it was
the Government's intention to

change the voting system in the
Senate under a republic.
Senator Ellison said it was

widely known Senator Evans
and Prime Minister Paul Keating
wanted to change the Senate's
election process and curb its
powers.

Rut .Senator Evans said the

Opposition benches were scrajv

ing the bottom of the conspiracy
theory barrel.
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MELBOURNE) LAUNCHING THE BOOK
"FIVE VOICES FOR LIONEL" APRIL 27™ 1995
This book

celebrates the

life

of Justice Lionel Murphy by

bringing together as a collection of essays the first five
Lionel Murphy Memorial Lectures sponsored by the Gippsland
Trades and

Labour Council

between 1987 and

1991.

Edited and

introduced by George Venturini, the five voices are: Ted
Wheelwright, 'The political economy of Lionel Murphy'; Faith
Bandler, 'The debt we owe Lionel Murphy'; Clyde Cameron,

'Lionel Murphy - "He lost consciousness before he lost hope"';
Pat

O'Shane,

'It's

V.G.Venturini, 'What

time,

kind

still

of

-

to

republic?'

agitate';

and

and 'Remeiibering

Lionel Keith Murphy'.

LIONEL MURPHY - A UNIQUE JUDGE
Lionel Murphy was one of those rare animals, a radical
judge. As
Venturini notes, the privileged
class, which
represents a permanent minority and is by definition anti
democratic, is a class that likes to appoint its own and fears
radicals like Murphy. Justice Marcus Einfeld's Foreword to the
book notes that, necessarily. Murphy attracted dislike and
disdain, but, for Murphy, the privileges of public life merely
increased his responsibility and obligation to persuade and
shake
others
out of
apathy
in
the face
of
inequity.
Wheelwright claims Murphy was destroyed by the dark forces of
reaction

that

lurk

not

far

below

the

surface

of

Australian

society, those elements which Karl Marx termed 'the Furies of
private interest'. Cameron recalls that, when Murphy exercised
his

ministerial

pilloried
presented

by
as

a
a

right

to

visit

CIA-inspired
'raid'.

On

9

ASIO

media

headquarters,

ceimpaign

September 1976

for

he

was

what

was

Cameron

told

a

Melbourne University meeting that the ruling class would use
every despicable device to defame Murphy, that the privileged
minority had not finished their rampage with the Kerr Coup and
that moves were already afoot to
remove Murphy from the High Court.

manufacture

the

power

to

HE WAS "WARM-HEARTED-GENEROUS-LOYAL"

This book helps us understand why Murphy was hated by the
Furies of private interest; and why, therefore, he was loved
by the decent and the democratic. In the words of the various

contributors.
Murphy
is
at
once
civil
libertarian,
humanitarian, reformist, internationalist, a liberal in the
original sense of the word, warm-hearted, generous, loyal,
witty,
intellectual,
brave,
the
considered
voice
of
rationality, enlightenment and innovation in a culture often
floundering through the dim recesses of conservatism.

A MAN AHEAD OF HIS TIME
However, Murphy's most striking characteristic, which comes
through strongly in this book, is how much he was ahead of his

time. His positions have increasingly been vindicated and will
continue to be. 'The influence of Justice Murphy's legal
thought on the High Court of Australia continues', Venturini

writes. 'Only because of such presence, we have not lost
him.'(xxi) His advanced thinking was evident throughout the
various stages of his public life.

HE WAS OF GREAT ASSISTANCE TO THE ABORIGINAL
PAGE 12

COMMUNITY

Faith Bandler remambars the way jli^e assisted the Ahorigixial
Australian
Fellowship of
the
late
1950s
to force
the
manufacturers of the steel wool branded 'Niggerboy' to change
the name - to 'Biggerboy*. He often gave the Fellowship free

advice, enabling it to confront

governments,

the RSL and

others who discriminated on the grounds
of race. She
acknowledges his help, too, in encouraging the Yes vote in the
1967 referenda. Venturini pays tribute to Murphy's role as a
Senator from 1962 and Leader of the Opposition in the Senate

from 1967, in stirring up the Senate that had become a resting
place for party-hacks and nujney-bags.

IN OPPOSITION TO THE MOST POWERFUL
As Attorney-General in the Whitlam Government from December

1972 until February 1975, he achieved much, including: the
abolition of the death penalty; divorce law reform, which
placed women on a more equal footing in access to divorce;
legislation
for
government
accountability
through
an
Ombudsman; environment . protection legislation; freedom of
information legislation; the Racial Discrimination Act 1975;
human rights legislation; the Australian Legal Aid Office; the
Law Reform Commission; the Foreign Investment Review Board and

the

Foreign

Takeovers

Act

1975;_^_and

the

Trade

Practices

Commission and the Trade Practices Act 1974. His raid on ASIO
on 16 March 1973 demonstrated, in Handler's words, his immense

courage and his determination to protect our freedom.
Ted Wheelwright's essays focusses upon Murphy's efforts to
redress
tbe
lack of
regulation
of corporate
activity,
especially in relation to monopoly and restrictive trade
practices. Murphy placed a dagger at the heart of the socalled system of 'free enterprise', and 'free competition',
exposing the hypocrisy of this rhetoric. He suffered the fate
predicted by Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations (1776) of the
member of parliament who opposes i5roposals for strengthening
monopoly: neither the most acknowledged probity, nor the
highest rank, nor the greatest public seirvices, can protect
him from abuse, personal insults and real danger, arising from

the insolent outrage of furious and disappointed monopolists.

HE INTRODUCED "ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL
ANTI-TRUST ACTS IN THE WORLD"
Murphy's Act, one of the most powerful anti-trust Acts in the
world, was destroyed by vested interests and obstructive
public servants. Wheelwright suggest that: 'The consequences

of its destruction by these forces have been the unleashing of
the furies of private interest in an orgy of mergers and
takeovers, leading to the unprecedented concentration of
private economic power and the accumulation of wealth in a few
hands that we see today ... there is a direct relationship
between the destruction of the Murphy Act and the rapid growth
of plutocracy in Australia.'(p.11)
JUDGE OF THE HIGH COURT

As a judge of the High Court from 10 February 1975 until his
death on 21 October 1986, his judgments were visionary and
advanced. Of the 632 reported decisions, he dissented in 137.

A FIRM OPPONENT OF TAX DODGERS
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Wheelwrlcrht argues that, under Sir Garfield Barwick, the High
Court had given open invitation to artifical and contrived tax
avoidance. Murphy's dissenting judgments in the late 1970s
argued that literal interpretations of the law had allowed tax

avoidance devices to succeed, that the Court was usurping the
powers of parliament on taxation and making it easy for
wealthy persons to evade tax, that the task of the judges was
not literally to interpret the words of the legislation but to

consider what the legislators intended and act in the spirit
of

that

intention.
|

MURPHY LED THE MAJORITY IN THE FRANKLIN
DAM CASE.
Murphy

was

ultimately

vindicated:

after

Ba^ick's resignation in 1981, Murphy was more often on the

majority side in tax cases and later in 1981 the Fraser
Government introduced

legislation to require

the courts to

interpret legislation so as to give effect to its purpose and
to enforce anti-tax avoidance provisions. Murphy had exposed
the power that the judges had arrogated to themselves. Over

time, as Cameron points out, far from being a solitary
dissenter. Murphy more often than not became a member of the

majority, not because he changed, but because the other judges
moved to conclusions more in line with his. For instance, in
Commonwealth v Tasmania (1983) Murphy led the majority in the
Franklin Dam case.

A CLEAR VIEW OF THE LEGAL FACTORS IN THE
LINDY CHAMBERLAIN CASE
One notorious case when Murphy was proven right and the

majority of his brother judges wrong was Lindy Chamberlain's
appeal to the High Court in 1984. As Venturini reminds us, a
kind of nasty brew had begun to ferment in the collective
psyche of the Australian populace that was reminiscent of the
Salem witch-hunts in 1692. Against this mood. Murphy asserted
the principle of presumption of innocence. He pointed out that
the

case

was

based

on

circumstantial

evidence;

that for

a

conviction to stand in a case where the evidence of guilt is
circximstantial, that evidence must be so cogent and compelling
that it convinces the jury that no rational hypothesis other
than

the

accused's

guilt

can

account

for

the

facts;

that

rigorous proof of guilt was required in the absence of a body,
of any moltive, of any identified weapon, of any confession,
and in the presence of the good character of the accused.
Lindy, he insisted, was entitled to acquittal; that acquittal
had to wait four and a half years, by which time Murphy had
died.

HIS MOST REVEALING CASE

NEAL VERSUS THE QUEEN (1982)
However,
sympathies

the
was

case
Neal

most
v

the

revealing

of

Murphy's

Queen (1982). Alfred

political
Neal

was

elected chairperson of the Yarrabah Aboriginal Council in
North Queensland. He had had some differences with the local,

store manager and was later charged with assault for havLK^
spat at the manager.
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murphy SOUGHT A FINE ONLY
He had been convicted by a magristrate and

sentenced to two months hard labour with the observation: •!

blame your type for this growing hatred of black against white

... the majority of genuine Aboriginals ... live a happy life,
and it is only the likes of yourself who push this attitude of
the hatred of white authority...• Unfortunately, this
magistrate was enlightened by the standards of the Queensland
Court of Appeal, which increased Neal's sentence to six
months' hard labour. Neal appealed to the High Court and the
sentence was restored to the original two months, with Murphy
wanting a fine only.

"M" NEAL IS ENTITLED TO BE AN AGITATOR"
Murphy argued

that

'reserve

conditions

and race relations' were matters that should have been taken

into account as mitigating circumstances, noting the sense of

grievance felt by Aborigines arising out of their being
treated with 'arrogant superiority, often accompanied by
considerable brutality', compounded by the diseases and
alcohol introduced by the white society. Murphy's judgment
also

stressed

that

a

person's

political

views

or

actions

rarely justify taking them into account:
That

Mr

Neal

magistrate's

was

'agitator'

view

obviously

or

'stirrer'

contributed

in

to

the

the

severe penalty. If he is an agitator, he is in good
company. Many of the great religious and political

figures have been agitators, and human progress owes
much

to

the

efforts

of

those

and

many

who

are

unknown. As Wilde aptly pointed out in The goul of
MiQ

Under

Socialism.

'Agitators

are

a

set

of

interfering, meddling people, who come down to some
perfectly contented class of the community and sow
the seeds of discontent amongst them. That is the
reason why agitators are so absolutely necessazry.
without them... there would be no advance towards
civilisation ...' ... Mr Neal is entitled to be an
agitator.

(Invoking Oscar Wilde is also evidence of Murphy's foreward
thinking, considering Wilde's rehabilitation only in February
this

year

by

being

placed

at

last

in

Poets'

Corner

in

Westminster Abbey.) Pat 0'Shane comments aptly that: 'If we
are truly to honour the memory of Lionel Murphy then we shall
all have to become agitators.'(p.83)

"MURPHY ATTRACTED CONTROVERSY, BUT, AS
MURPHY HIMSELF SHOWED,THERE IS OFTEN NO
OTHER WAY."

As Einfeld notes. Murphy attracted controversy, but, as
Murphy himself showed us, there is often no other way to
effect much needed social change, especially in light of the
basic conservatism of the law and our present political
system. As time proceeds, his views in many areas, once
rejected,
are
coming
to
be
accepted,
even
proving
inspirational. History tends to be kinder to radical judges
than the society in which they lived. Precisely because Murphy
was ahead of his time, he will continue to be vindicated. This

collection of fine essays is an important contribution to the
memory of Justice Lionel Murphy.

